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Consumers are increasingly concerned about where their food comes
from, how it is produced and whether sound sustainability practices
operate within food supply chains. To key stakeholders in food supply
chains, these dynamics are both a challenge and an opportunity to
successfully link the concept and business of food with origin. Origin can
be central to branding foods in global markets when prominent features of
foods can be traced to a specific locality. In positioning origin as a strong
aspect of food branding, how closely aligned supply chain practices are
with sustainable development goals is also important. Origin's role in
food branding may relate to the distinct tastes or appearance of foods,
traditional or cultural practices used in food cultivation, production or
distribution, soil type and/or elevation levels of cultivation, types of
environmental safeguards used along supply chains, and even to the type
of technological practices used in food production. 

Done right, origin can be effective in how food products are positioned to
consumers in global markets. How do we get there? Branding food as
origin means taking a critical look at our food systems through the lens
of sustainable development, while being mindful of food sovereignty
dynamics. In short, the brand must walk the talk. Join our November
virtual conversations on sustainable food supply chains as we delve
more into these issues. Stay tuned. Marsha Simone.Cadogan

Branding FOOD as Origin



  
UNESCO World Heritage Site – Jamaica Blue Mountain
In 2015 the United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization (UNESCO) designated the Blue and
John Crow Mountains collectively as the UNESCO World
Heritage Site. This is due to the mountains vast biodiversity
and the sheltered and settlement roles the mountains
played in the country’s history for the escaping Taino slaves
and Maroons. 

Our Trademarks
As part of monitoring and regulating the trademarks JACRA
has registered the JBM® and JHM®S names along with
variations of the names in several countries. The regulatory
Authority further issues directions and guidelines on
packaging labelling concerning the use of the names,
address details, product description, preparation directions,
expiry date, batch number and so on.

Only coffee representing 100 percent Jamaican Blue
Mountain or Jamaican High Mountain Supreme can use
these logos:

 

While a 30 percent JBM blend is allowed in Japan and
elsewhere, traders, distributors and any other unauthorized
persons or entities cannot use the logos without JACRA’s
permission. 

Environmental stewardship
With such a decorated evolution of natural beauty, diversity
and fertility, it was of great importance that the production
of one of its most recognised tenants be carried out with
great attention to its protection and sustainability. Being
mindful of the direct and potential impact of coffee
production and processing on the environment, the
regulatory agency responsible for coffee has always
ensured that the activities are carried out in a manner that is
non-detrimental to the flora, fauna, humans and the
landscape.

With this in mind, the Jamaica Agricultural Commodities
Regulatory Authority (JACRA, formerly known as the Coffee
Industry Board), pioneered many initiatives to improve the
environmental performance of the Jamaican coffee
industry. JACRA is an entity of the Government of Jamaica.

JACRA’s initiatives include:
·Development and Implementation of Good Agricultural
Practices,
·Introduction of New Waste Management Techniques and,
·Development and Implementation of an ‘Environmental
Codes of Practice' for the local Coffee Industry. 
 A multi-functional approach, the code of practice ensures
that Jamaica’s coffee is produced in compliance with
environmental and labour safeguards, while maintaining the
high quality standards for which it is renowned. 

JAMAICA COFFEE: HISTORY,
TASTE AND SUSTAINABILITY

Guest  Author :  Gus land  McCook,  Act ing  Deputy  D i rector ,
Jamaica  Agr icu l tura l  Commodi t ies  Regulatory  Author i ty
(JACRA)

The island of Jamaica has a varied topography and
rugged mountains. Some of these mountains are
volcanic in nature giving rise to highly fertile soils. The
consistently warm weather experienced by the island
makes it not only a popular tourist destination year-
round but also fame for its coffee, globally recognised
for its distinct flavour, aroma and appeal.

'Jamaica Blue Mountain® Coffee - History & Topography
 Although coffee is produced from east to west along the
mountain ranges of the country, the name that is
synonymous with Jamaica is the Jamaica Blue
Mountain® Coffee. 

The Blue Mountains are the longest mountain range in
Jamaica with the highest point being the Blue Mountain
Peak, at 2256 m (7402 ft.). The Blue Mountains rise from
the coastal plains to its elevations over a distance of
about 16 kilometres (9.9 mi). Some scholars suggest this
is one of the steepest general gradients in the world.

The vegetation of this natural strategic location is greatly
influenced by the north-east trade winds which is heavily
moisture laden as it comes off the sea. As the moisture
laden winds climbs the mountains, it loses energy and
releases moisture in the form of rainfall.

The combination of the elevation of the mountains and
the moisture laden northeast trade winds result in a
general high cloud cover over much of the mountains for
much of the year. This high cloud cover result in a cooling
effect on the plants since more radiation is reflected. The
large diversity of trees also mean that the majority of the
coffee is cultivated under natural shade and fauna friendly
conditions. 

This climatic diversity has led to the existence of a rich
flora and fauna which includes the world second largest
butterfly and the largest in the America’s -  the Papilio
homerus or Jamaican swallowtail.  

Since 1728 those famous and fertile mountains have
become home to one of Jamaica’s most famous shrubs,
the coffee plant. The industry started with Sir Nicholas
Lawes, then governor, who brought back a coffee plant as
a gift from Martinique to Jamaica, and planted it on one
of his properties in Temple Hall, St. Andrews.
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geography_of_Jamaica
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blue_Mountain_Peak


JAMAICA BLUE MOUNTAIN &
HIGH MOUNTAIN COFFEE TALK

Jamaica’s coffee is sold under the Jamaica Blue
Mountain® and Jamaica High Mountain® Supreme
trademarks locally and internationally. Users of these
logos must be licensed by JACRA and satisfy specific
criteria regarding production capability, actual
production and environmental benchmarks.

In order to enhance its monitoring and regulatory
activities, JACRA has obtained ISO 9001:2015 Quality
Management System Certification. This globally
recognized standard ensures consistency as we
measure and monitor the application of good
agricultural practices within our environmental codes of
practices. In addition some of our licensed dealers have
gained Rainforest Alliance certification. This 
 demonstrates commitment and support to the well-
being of the Jamaican coffee industry, especially for
producers, processors and consumers. 

JACRA, in part supported by licensed dealers, provide
thorough extension services and support to farmers
covering fertilizer usage, chemical usage and when and
where to effect these activities. In the case of labour and
remuneration, these activities are regulated by strict
statutory laws, often resulting in higher than regional
standards for wages and benefits. In previous years,
coffee cultivation was mostly a family activity done by
farmers living within the mountain’s vicinity. Now,
workers are mostly from neighboring communities.
Their welfare is supported by accommodation,
recreational, educational, sanitary and medical facilities
from nearby facilities. 
The workers who undertake processing and sorting at
the warehouse facilities are provided with similar
suitable wages, facilities and training. 

While we operate a wet mill processing system in
Jamaica the use of modern processing facilities result
in the use of a minimum amount of water for
processing. The water is filtered through sand, charcoal
or lime to remove impurities and then recycled. After
two cycles this water is further purified before being
used for irrigation in some cases. The pulp or skin is
composted either naturally or with the application of the
California Redworm (Eisenia fetida). The resulting
organic material is used as a nutrient supplement on the
coffee plants.

Soil erosion management guidelines are vigorously
administered through trainings and practices in order to
ensure that the fertile but fragile volcanic soils are not
easily eroded.

Traceability and Standards
Through a system of “Farm Registration and Tracking”
(FRATS) coffees harvested and sold to licenced dealers
can be traced. JACRA issues a Certificate of Origin with
each batch of coffee being exported if it meets the
quality standards.  These quality standards cover
parameters such as bean moisture content, bean colour,
bean size, defects caused by insect or machine,
minimum pesticide residues levels and cup profile. 

The quality standards tests are carried out internally
following established procedures audited twice annually
through the ISO 9001:2015 QMS. We collaborate with
the scientific academia. Pesticide residue levels
assessments  are carried out by the Chemistry
Department of the University of the West Indies, Mona.

Our Story Continues
The pandemic has affected most sectors of the global
economy, including within the coffee industry. Despite
these challenges, we continue to strive towards a
sustainable governance model for Jamaica Blue
Mountain and High Mountain coffee locally, and in
international markets.

                                . . . . . .



FOOD AND BEVERAGE
INDUSTRIES AND BLOCKCHAIN
SUPPLY CHAIN: CONNECTIONS
EXPLAINED 

·Knorr parent company Unilever uses QR codes on
certain packets on pork soup in Vietnam to give
consumers insight into important portions of the
soup’s supply chain.  

What do Bitcoins and Beverages have in common?
Other than both starting with a B, not much actually.
But behind Bitcoins is an underlying technology called
Blockchain which is where the fun begins. Blockchain
is a Distributed Ledger Technology which can bring
trust and transparency to digital information shared
between different parties in real time. It’s a technology
that’s been around for more than ten years but has
gained popularity in enterprise circles, not because of
cryptocurrencies, but because it greatly facilitates
traceability in the case of costly food recalls and
provides some levels of transparency to a demanding
consumer. Let’s break than down.

What is a Distributed Ledger? Think of your bank
statement. Transactions are coming in and going out.
Hopefully, they are coming in more than out but that’s
beside the point. This record of transactions between
two parties can be financial (money), ownership
(inventory) or physical (logistics) and the way many of
these exchanges are done in today’s supply chains are
in siloed processes. Seller A exchanges with Buyer B
and much of the critical information resides in each
party’s proprietary system. Yes, there are mechanisms
to exchange information between these parties, but
most are unidirectional. An email is sent, or an
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) transmission is
pushed. 

But what if there was a way to share information
between two or more parties in a secure manner using
cryptography? What if you could have visibility to an
upstream Tier 2 vendor’s inventory in real time to make
better business decisions? What if you could track
products from raw material to retail in an easily
auditable way and give visibility to certain aspects of
your supply chain to an ever more sophisticated
consumer to build trust? And what if you could
reconcile all these transactions with less or even
without human intervention through automation? 
This is where blockchain technology comes in and to
step back from the buzz, here are some real-life
examples: 

·Walmart USA uses the ledger’s audit trail in the case
of a costly food recall. Instead of recalling every
product from the shelves of their hundreds or stores,
should there be a recall, they can target a specific
batch from a specific producer to a specific store. 

·Walmart Canada has been able to reduce the
amount of disputed transportation invoices between
themselves and their seventy or so carriers by
almost 100%. By having a shared ledger between
them and their carriers, they can action or approve
disputes in real time and not after the fact. All this
without having to eliminate their respective systems
but tying them to a shared ledger. 

By giving visibility to the pork’s provenance and quality
certifications, Knorr was able to rebuild the consumer’s
trust and regain market shares over a less reputable
competitor.

.

There are many more success stories of how blockchain
have transformed supply chains and many of them
involve food traceability from farm to fork. Food safety,
consumer trust and agri-trading are all areas where the
technology is proving useful. From large global players
like Unilever and Coca Cola, to small producers wanting
more value for their products through blockchain
powered marketplaces. Digitization has proven useful to
supply chains during the current pandemic and
blockchain can, and will, take it one step further. 

                                . . . . . .

Guest Author: Erik Valiquette, President - Canadian  Blockchain Supply
Chain  Association



Have you tried 

our online courses lately?

 
 

Trademark and Copyright Law Essentials for Digital
Entrepreneurs

 
 

Your business is online. You want to promote and sustain your brand in online platforms. 
You are also keen on using others’ content and generating your own online content as

aspects of leveraging your business. Is this You? Then this course is for you.
 

Group Discounts available
Registration is ongoing

Contact: help@canaanbridgesconsulting.com
 
 
 

 
 

https://canaanbridgesconsulting.com/courses/


Connect with us:

Phone: 1-343-700-3427
Toll free (U.S.A & Canada): 1-877-448-9944
Online: www.canaanbridgesconsulting.com
Email: help@canaanbridgesconsulting.com

Twitter(new): @CanaanBridges (Join us, we will follow
you)
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